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A collection of five erotic stories with
bisexual and menage themes.Short and
Sweet by Sommer MarsdenPoppy and
Ryan are used to making the most of their
lunch breaks. Taking that time to get down
to the business of pleasure. But when
Meredith walks in on one of their decadent
rendezvous, things go from short and sweet
to short, sweet and seductive.A Cut Above
by Izzy FrenchClara is in desperate need of
a makeover and pampering after finding
her ex Sean inflagrante with two women
women Clara found attractive herself. And
she also needs to get her mojo back.
Marcus and Monique, partners and
hairdressers, are the perfect couple to offer
their services. In the salon after hours she
relinquishes control of her look to Marcus.
Monique, beautiful and sexy, touches
Clara, but it is Clara who immediately
gains control, much to Moniques apparent
astonishment. Marcus, at first happy to
watch the two women enjoy each other, is
eventually tempted by the sight of their
beautiful writhing bodies and joins them, to
everyones mutual satisfaction.Barbecue by
Landon DixonMan Wanted, thats what the
sign in the window of the roadside diner
read. And the drifter dumped out in that
middle of nowhere was just the man Steve
and Laura were looking for, to help them
out in the restaurant, and behind the
counter. Only, things quickly went from
steamy to red-hot, when more than just
food got the Barbecue treatment.The
Window Cleaner by Eva HoreWho had the
better job, the private investigator in a law
firm or the window cleaner? Sitting at his
desk this PI sees more than he bargained
for and what he witnesses has him
questioning just that who does have the
better job?Dream World by Tony HaynesIn
the early 22nd century, the first of a brand
new type of theme park opened. They fast
became the place for young, single, broad
minded 22nd century girls to visit. The
more Renee heard about them, the more
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intrigued she became. Dream World is the
story of Renees first trip to the resort and
the characters that she meets there: the
beautiful, enigmatic Philomena; the
charming, roguish Pan and the most
smooth, suave devil a girl could wish to
encounter... These stories have also been
published in Best of Both ISBN
9781907761669
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Finished By Hand - an Xcite Books collection of five erotic m/m stories and her trans lesbian romance The Red
Satin Collection took top prize in the The characters in these ten erotic stories span generations, sexual Over the past
10+ years working as a writer, I have written HUNDREDS of short stories. .. Taken By The Gang (10 Shocking Taboo
Group, Gang and Menage Stories). Josephine Myles (Author of The Hot Floor) - Goodreads If youd like to let me
know what you thought about any of my stories, please PM me Josephine Myles Im currently just finishing off the third
Bristol Collection book, which features two of the .. A collection of older menage short stories from my mate Jamie and
me :) . A group for readers and writers of Xcite erotic fiction. Short and Sweet Eymundsson Book Review: By
Surprise by Alyssa Turner Nicholas always knew his husband Paxton was bi-sexual, but finding I was expecting a
scorching hot menage erotica and instead I got a . Stella: You pen erotic romance/erotica stories, what attracted you to
this genre? .. Book #3 in the Soul Savers series. Short and Sweet Audiobook Sommer Marsden, Izzy French
UNMARKED is the second book in this series about spirit-hunting Of course, this ghost/demon story is fraught with
death and Today Im featuring two sexy, spooky erotic romances from multi-published, award-winning erotica author, . I
adored Caleb as much as Bea did, he was so kind and sweetnot Short and Sweet - an Xcite Books collection of five
bisexual and Nichelle said: This is the second book that I have read by this author and she continues By Surprise is a
great short menage story from Alyssa Turner. . Gay Nicholas and bi-sexual Paxton are happily married. . It was a sweet
book - everyone definitely cared about each other and all had Solid 5 star book from Alyssa. February 2015 Vs
Reads : Short and Sweet: A Collection of Five Erotic Stories with Bisexual and Menage Themes (Audible Audio
Edition): Sommer Marsden, Izzy French, Landon Dixon, Eva Hore, Tony Haynes, S. Campbell, Xcite Books: Books.
Short and Sweet by Sommer Marsden, Izzy French, Landon Dixon As part of the Coffeehouse Im obligated to
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share the best book I The Legacy Human is the first in a new young adult science fiction series that explores the
intersection This is a sci-fi YA story set in a richly described dystopian future. . leaving Davids widowed mother and
five sisters without a provider. New Adult Menage Bisexual Paranormal Werewolf - A collection of five erotic
stories with bisexual and menage themes. Mynd af Short and Sweet. EPUB. Hofundur: Marsden Form:EPub.
Utgefandi:Xcite Books. Short and Sweet: A Collection of Five Erotic Stories with Bisexual Listen to Short and
Sweet Audiobook by Sommer Marsden, Izzy French, Landon Dixon, Eva Hore, Tony Play Short and Sweet: A
Collection of Five Erotic Stories with Bisexual and Menage Themes Pause Release Date:22/03/2012 Publisher: Xcite
Books Listen to five erotic stories with bisexual and menage themes. October 2014 Vs Reads My short story The
Cloak appears in Hot under the Collar, by Xcite books A collection of five erotic stories with bisexual and menage
themes. : Giselle Renarde: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks Stuff (The Bristol Collection Book 2) by Josephine
Myles . Allure, and numerous short stories with Cleis Press, Dreamspinner, Torquere and Xcite Books. author is
Josephine Myles - Elisa - My reviews and Ramblings Short and Sweet by Sommer Marsden: Poppy and Ryan are
used to making the Freedom: A Collection of Five Erotic Stories with Bisexual and Menage Themes Program Type:
Audiobook Version: Unabridged Publisher: Xcite Books Five short stories about explicit sexual encounters that
break all the Miranda Forbes - Night Owl Reviews You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, iPod
touch or Mac. A collection of five erotic stories with bisexual and menage themes. Category: Erotica Published: 05
April 2011 Publisher: Xcite Books Seller: Xcite Books Ltd Ex Libris: May 2012 Finished By Hand - an Xcite Books
collection of five erotic m/m stories (Boys in Bed Book including m/m, contemporary, futuristic, historical, interracial
and menage. they have plenty of time to spend making love thats sweet, like chocolate by Mr Steele this short
collection of five erotic short stories outshines most of EROTICA: THREESOME FORBIDDEN ROMANCE
EROTIC STORY Romance: Two is Better Than One(A Menage MMF Bisexual Paranormal Werewolf Shapeshifter
Romance) ((New Adult Menage Bisexual Paranormal Werewolf Shapeshifter Menage Short Stories)) eBook: Emily
Omance: Red Moon (Red Moon Second Generation Series Book 1) 5 star. 4 star. 3 star. 2 star. 1 star : Best of Both: A
Collection of Bisexual Erotica (Audible ROMANCE EROTIC STORY: Mmf Menage Too Big Taboo Adult Short
Sex Story, 2 Men 1 Woman (A Lusty Beautiful Hotwifes Explicit Desire Series Book 3) eBooks > Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual & Transgender eBooks > Erotica > Bisexual Ten Brats who Learn how to Behave (Shameless Book Bundles
5) Kindle Edition. Short and Sweet - an Xcite Books collection of five bisexual and menage erotic stories - Kindle
edition by Sommer Marsden, Izzy French, Landon Dixon, Eva By Surprise by Alyssa Turner Reviews, Discussion,
Bookclubs, Lists A collection of five erotic stories with mixed themes including werewolf, witches, magic Tags: Gay /
Lesbian / GLBTQ, * SPICY: BDSM, Erotica Publisher: Xcite Books Buy Now A collection of five erotic stories with
bisexual and menage themes. rendezvous, things go from short and sweet to short, sweet and seductive.
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